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1. Explain the global structure views for multimedia systems and also briefly explain the

multimedia application deveiop**t rnethod. (5+4)

z. Explain in detail the process of speech recognition and generation. calculate the frle size

in bytes for a 30 second recording at 44,1 KHz, 8 bits resolution stereo sound' (5+5)

3. what are bitmap images? Explain the advanages and disadvantages of bitmap over
(3+6)

vector images.

4. Differerrtiate between video and animation' Explain the various techniques associated
r-l^ f^- ^-i*railnnulltgrglrflcLv vr

with animation and also explain the vuious softirare tools available for animation
I i-Ln\

nowadays?
(4+7)

5. compare JPEG and MpEG. what are the step_s to grelte the Huffrnan code ree? Explain

wittr example how Huffman code reduce ttre file size? (4 +4+6)

6. Discuss the user interface design process for multimedia with block diagram'' (9)

7 . Explain the abstraction levels of the programming of multimedia with block diagram' (9)

g. Explain the applications of multimedia in media entertainment such as interactive TV and

video on demand. ' 
'r 'rr'"' (9)
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l. What are the different stages in mullimedia application development? Explain wittr
example. (3+6)

Explain about audio hardware and audio software, Differentiate between MIDI over

digital audio, (5+5)

Explain the steps of the JPEG compression process in detail. (9)

Different colour models are often used in different applioations. What is the CIvIYK
colour model? Give an application in which this colour model is mostly used and explain

(3+3+5)

Explain why lossy data compression is sornetimes prefened over lossless. Justiff. A
certain source emits symbols {A,8, C, D, E} with corresponding probabilities P(A)=0.06,

P@)=0.48, P(CH.02, P(D)=0.20, P(E)=0,24. Create a Huffman code tree and also

derive the Huffinan code for each symbol. (4+5+5)

Explain the general design guidelines for the multimedia user interface design and also

mention the multimedia interface components. 5+4)

Explain the abstraction levels of the programming use in multimedia system with block

diagram (9)

Explain the applications of multimedia in Video Conference system with example. (9)
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